COPD exacerbation: mortality prognosis factors in a respiratory care unit.
The aim of our study was to investigate the mortality predictive factors after a severe exacerbations of COPD admitted to a Spanish respiratory intermediate care unit (IRCU). Prospective observational 2 years study, where we included all episodes of acute exacerbations of COPD with hypercapnic respiratory failure admitted in an IRCU. We analyzed different sociodemographic, functional and clinical variables including physical activity. We collected data from 102 consecutive episodes admitted to IRCU (90.1% men). Mean age was 69.4±10.6. The mean APACHE II was 19.6±5.0 and 9.5% presented a failure of other non respiratory organ. Non invasive ventilation was applied in 75.3% of the episodes and this treatment failed in 11.6% of them. The duration of stay in the IRCU was 3.5±2.1 days and 8.0±5.3 days in the hospital. The hospital mortality rate was 6.9%, and another 12.7% after 90 days of discharged. In order to predict hospital mortality, multivariant statistics identified a model with AUC of 0.867, based in 3 variables: the number of previous year admission for COPD exacerbation (p=0,048), the respiratory rate after 2 hours of treatment in the IRCU (p=0.0484) and the severity of the disease established with ADO score (p=0.0241). The number of previous year admission for COPD exacerbation, the severity of the disease established with ADO score, the respiratory rate after 2 hours of treatment, allow us to identify what patients with a COPD exacerbation admitted in a IRCU can die during this episode.